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Abstract—We study a new problem, refined localization, in
this paper. Refined localization calculates the location of an
object in high precision, given that the object is in a relatively
small region such as the surface of a table. Refined localization
is useful in many cyber-physical systems such as industrial
autonomous robots. Existing vision-based approaches suffer from
several disadvantages, including good lighting conditions, line of
sight, pre-learning process, and high computation overhead. Also
vision-based approaches cannot differentiate objects with similar
colors and shapes. This paper presents a new refined localiza-
tion system, called Trio, which uses passive Radio Frequency
Identification (RFID) tags for low cost and easy deployment.
Trio provides a new angle to utilize RF interference for tag
localization by modeling the equivalent circuits of coupled tags.
We implement our prototype using commercial off-the-shelf
RFID reader and tags. Extensive experiment results demonstrate
that Trio effectively achieves high accuracy of refined localization,
i.e., < 1 cm errors for several types of main stream tags.

I. INTRODUCTION

Object localization is of great importance for various appli-
cations and a lot of research activities have been conducted in
this area. This work studies the refined localization problem:
Given a number of objects in a (relatively small) region,
such as the surface of a table or space in a shelf, refined
localization calculates the location of each object in the region
in high precision. Refined localization is useful in many cyber-
physical systems such as autonomous robots. An industrial
robot arm may need to perform precise motions, such as
grasping, lifting, or carrying objects, within their working
space [1]. A robot needs to know which objects are its targets
and where they are, and then perform the manipulation tasks.

Existing approaches for refined localization mainly depend
on computer vision techniques [2][3]. They usually employ
visual sensors [4] to acquire high-resolution location informa-
tion about the target objects. Using visual sensors, however,
requires good lighting conditions and line of sight. Failures
would occur if the environment is dim or the light-of-sight
path from the sensor to the target is blocked. In addition,
computer vision techniques need to learn the visual models
of target objects in advance and may fail in detecting or
recognizing objects with similar colors or shapes. Considering
that massive similar objects are quite common in practice, such
as in supermarkets, warehouses, libraries, etc., computer vision
techniques are insufficient for explicitly locating individual
objects.

On the other hand, Radio Frequency (RF) based solutions
are promising alternatives because they are cost-efficient and
have little requirement of the environment or the line-of-sight
constraint. Recently, researchers have developed a large body
of works utilizing wireless signals, such as WiFi, RF radio, or
acoustic signals, for navigation and localization [5][6][7][8].
Among existing IoT devices, Radio Frequency IDentificaiton
(RFID) tags, especially the Ultra High Frequency (UHF)
passive tags, are attractive for labeling a large amount of
items and objectives, because they are cheap and battery-
free. Localization of passive tags are challenging. The main
difficulty is that one needs to create some relative move-
ments between the reader and tags to generate physical signal
changes, from which we can extract the distance and location
information. Most prior solutions require special hardware
that increases financial cost and deployment difficulty. For
example, existing approaches may use synthetic aperture radar
(SAR) or software-defined radios (SDR) to localize passive
tags. Tagoram [9] uses multiple antennas deployed at the
corners of a small region to localize a moving tag in the
region. RF-Compass [10] utilizes a sliding antenna to simulate
SAR for supporting robot navigation and object manipulation.
Obviously, the movement of readers or target tags with strict
average-speed limits a severe, sometimes impossible, hardware
constraint in practice. More importantly, they were not de-
signed for refined localization hence their accuracy may not
satisfy the application requirements.

In this paper, we propose a light-weight and cost-efficient
UHF RFID-based solution, namely Trio, for accurate refined
localization. We study both the absolute localization, for which
Trio reports the physical location of an object in a region,
and relative localization, for which Trio reports the order of
a number of objects in a region. The core idea in Trio is that
it uses a pair of moving tags as reference tags. When the
reference tags move close to a target tag, the three tags will
cause special interference and physical signal changes. Com-
pared to existing solutions, the two reference tags only cost
several cents, significantly reducing the hardware cost. Trio
is fully implemented with commodity off-the-shelf (COTS)
UHF passive RFID devices. More importantly, it follows
the extensible RFID model [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16],
where the RFID reader used for Trio can be reused for other
applications such as ordinary tracking and identification of
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items. It is because Trio only uses a limited capacity of a
reader. Hence it can be easily deployed with existing RFID
system and further reduces hardware cost and deployment
difficulty.

We take autonomous robot arms as a typical application
scenario for Trio. In our system, the manipulator is equipped
with two passive tags (termed as the reference pair in the
following). Trio detects and localizes the objects in a region
with sub-centimeter level accuracy by moving the the refer-
ence pair (via manipulator) around the region. In this detection,
the reference pair affects the electric fields of the tag attached
to the target, implicitly changing its antenna structure and
yielding variation of its scattering power (e.g., a sharp decrease
on its RSS). Thus, by analyzing the RSS variation, Trio can
determine the location of the target tags. Furthermore, together
with the temporal information Trio can also determine the
order of a number of target objects along a direction.

We build a prototype of Trio using a COTS RFID reader
(i.e., Impinj R220), one directional patch antenna (i.e., Laird
A9028), and a number of passive tags (including ‘Square’,
‘Short’, ‘Squiggle’, ‘Doc’, ‘Spider-360’, ‘BAT’, and ‘Impinj
E41B’). Our results demonstrate that Trio can ultimately
achieve < 1 cm localization accuracy for many main stream
tags. Note that Trio can nicely complement vision-based lo-
calization methods. One big problem of vision-based methods
is that they can hardly identify items with same shape and
colors. RFID tags can easily provide the identity information.
Locations can bridge the identities and visual objects.

II. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

Trio is an RFID-based object detection and refined localiza-
tion solution. In Trio, we attach two UHF passive tags (i.e.,
reference pair) to the manipulator, and one tag to each object.
We assume that the tags on the manipulator and objects are
all within the reading range of an RFID reader. The reader
continuously interrogates all tags and reports their IDs, and
the information of their signals, e.g., Received Signal Strength
(RSS). Based on the reported signal information, Trio enables
two localization tasks: computing the location of an individual
object (called absolute localization) and determining the order
of objects along a direction (called relative localization).

The rationale behind Trio is the interaction among coupled
tags, caused by the mutual coupling effects among closely-
spaced linear antennas. According to this basis, the antenna
structure of a target tag will change when the robot manipula-
tor (i.e., reference pair) is around it, resulting in a significant
decrease on its scattering power and RSS. Leveraging this
phenomenon, Trio moves along the horizontal and vertical
direction respectively to estimate the target tag’s location in
the 2D plane (x-z plane), as shown in Fig. 1. On the other
hand, to derive the order of objects in the array, we incorporate
the time-domain information. By moving the reference pair in
two dimensions and observing the sequence of tags in terms
of their sharp RSS decreases, Trio can obtain the order of tags
in each direction.

Fig. 1. Illustration of Trio design.

III. MODELLING TAG COUPLING IN TRIO

To understand the RF interference among tags caused by
coupling, we first introduce the tag antenna design and antenna
equivalent circuit. We then model the interference and analyze
the radiation patten of coupled tags.

A. Tag Antenna Model
The antenna design of a UHF passive tag is correlated to

the frequency at which the tag operates and the way it talks
to the RFID reader. UHF tags utilize the backscatter coupling
technique to reflect energy back to the reader antenna. Note
that in this process, tags modulate some information (i.e., ID)
in the backscattered signal. Typically, they adopt the half-wave
dipole-shaped antenna design.

The wavelength associated for UHF tags is about: λ =

c/f = 3∗108m/s
900MHz ≈ 32 cm, which means the half dipole

antenna of each tag should be 16 cm long. Such a long antenna
is obviously impractical for tags to be implemented in real
applications. To tackle this problem, the wires of tag’s antenna
are usually bent, which is known as meandered dipole. A
Meander of a half-wavelength dipole is able to fit on a typical
printer label (say 10 cm), as the example (e.g., Alien 964X)
shown in Fig. 2(a).

In the meandered wire, the current flows in opposite direc-
tions in neighboring arms (Fig. 2(b)). These currents cancel
with each other and contribute no radiation. Thus, only the
segments along the original direction of the dipole generate
radiating power. Hence, we can still treat the meander as an
approximation of center-driven linear dipole.

B. Equivalent Circuit of a Tag
In order to further analyze tag radiation, we construct an

equivalent circuit of a tag. A tag antenna is responsible of
storing charge (capacitance), opposing changes in current
(inductance), and radiating power out (resistance). As shown
in Fig. 3(a), we can treat the tag antenna as a simplified
electric circuit. In this circuit, a voltage source Vo connects
a complex impedance (consisting a radiation resistance Rrad

and a reactance Xant, due to inductance, capacitance, or
both) [17]. The IC can be similarly approximated as a linear
and complex impedance (ZIC = Rload + jXIC). Here Vo

is an open-circuit voltage, i.e., the direct-current (DC) power
arising from the incoming RF signal of the reader, which
is theoretically derived from Frris function (correlating to
the reader transmitting power, reader-to-tag distance, reader
antenna gain, etc.) and remains constant for the tag in a static
system.
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(a)

≈ 

(b)
Fig. 2. (a) Meandered structure of the tag. (b) Only the current in segments
along the original dipole direction of a meandered structure radiates.

In above circuit, the current flows through the resistors can
be expressed via Ohm’s law:

I =
Vo

(Rrad + jXant) + (Rload + jXIC)
=

Vo

Zant + ZIC
(1)

Then, the power delivered to IC is:

Pload =
|I|2Rload

2
=

V 2
o Rload

2|Zant + ZIC |2 (2)

The design principle of commodity UHF passive tag’s antenna
is to deliver enough power to the tag’s IC for activation.
According to Eq. 2, it is obvious that for fixed load and antenna
resistors, the largest power will be obtained when the above
denominator is minimized, that is, when the reactance Xant

and XIC cancel each other. In this case, the circuit can be
simplified as the one illustrated in Fig. 3(b). Furthermore, to
figure out the relationship between Rload and Rrad, we divide
the numerator and denominator of Pload by R2

rad concurrently:

Pload =
V 2
o Rload

2(Rrad +Rload)2
=

1

Rrad
· V 2

o (Rload/Rrad)

2[1 + (Rload/Rrad)]2
(3)

According to Eq. 3, we plot the relation between the ratio of
Rload to Rrad and the IC power in Fig. 4, where Vo is set
to 1. The figure indicates that with fixed Rrad, IC will obtain
the maximum power when the load and radiation resistance
are equal, which is the commonly used design of tag circuits.
Generally, if the real parts of antenna and IC impedance are
the same, and the imaginary parts only differ in the sign, the
two impedances are called conjugate matching. For a matched
antenna design, the tag will backscatter as much power as that
is delivered to the IC and achieve the best efficiency.

For real tags, we may assume that their antennas are all
designed to be matched to the IC. That is, the antenna and IC
are adjusted so that the power possibly delivered to the IC is
maximized. In this case, the corresponding scattered power of
an individual tag is:

Prad = Pload =
V 2
o

8Rrad
(4)

(a) (b)

Fig. 3. (a) Equivalent circuit of the tag. (b) Conjugate-matched Case.
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Fig. 4. The relationship between the obtained IC power and the ratio of the
load to radiation resistance.

C. Model of Tag Coupling

For a certain tag, the impedance of IC (ZIC = Rload +
jXIC) is fixed after the manufacture, which indicates that
Eq. 4 is constant. However, when two or more tags are
placed close to one another, mutual coupling effects will
implicitly change the structure of the tag antenna, breaking
the aforementioned matched condition. That is, the antenna
impedance and backscattered power will both change, which
can be leveraged for sensing the event of approaching certain
tags. Therefore, we are inspired to investigate the mutual
coupling among tags.

Mutual impedance is a general measure on the proximity
effects of mutual coupling [18]. Consider two parallel linear
dipoles of two tags, as shown in Fig. 5. Their distance along
the x-axis is d, and their centers are offset to each other by
b along the z-axis. The near field generated by the current on
Tag 2 will induce a voltage on tag 1, which will produce the
mutual impedance (Z21) to tag 1:

Z21 =
−1

I1I2

∫ h2

−h2

E21(z)I2(z)dz =
jη

4π sin kh1 sin kh2

∫ h2

−h2
F (z)dz

where⎧⎨
⎩ F (z) = [

e−jkR1

R1
+

e−jkR2

R2
− 2 cos kh1

e−jkR0

R0
] sin(k(h2 − |z|))

h1 = l1/2, h2 = l2/2
(5)

Details of the derivation process can be referred in [19]. In fact,
when there is only one tag in the region of interests (i.e., the
target tag), the radiation impedance Zant in Eq. 2 is actually
the self impedance (Z11) of the tag’s antenna, which can also
be calculated by Eq. 5.

Assuming that several (N ) identical parallel dipoles are
located near the target tag. In this case, mutual impedance will
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Fig. 5. Parallel dipoles.

’ ’’’’

Fig. 6. Revised equivalent circuit of the target tag with coupled tags around.

occur, producing a virtual circuit as shown in Fig. 6. Then, the
integrated impedance on the target tag’s antenna will be:

Zrad′ = Zrad +
N∑
i=1

Zi1 (6)

where Zi1 = Ri1 + jXi1 is the mutual impedance caused by

tag i. In Fig. 6, let Rrad
′ =

∑N
i=1 Ri1, Xrad

′ =
∑N

i=1 Xi1.
Compared to Eq. 4, the scatter power newly yielded in this
case is:

˜Prad =
V 2
o (Rrad +Rrad

′)
2|Zant + ZIC +Rrad

′ +Xant
′|2

=
V 2
o (Rrad +Rrad

′)
2|2Rrad +Rrad

′ +Xant
′|2

(7)

Given above analysis along with Eq. 4, Eq. 5, and Eq. 7,
we can model the backscatter power of the target tag under
the situations with and without interfering tags around it,
respectively. We build the coordinate system as illustrated in
Fig. 7, where the target tag (Tag 1) locates at the origin of
coordinates. I is the midpoint of the reference pair (i.e., Tag
2 and 3). Then we change the location of reference pair in
parallel with the x-z plane to test the scatter power of the
target tag. The distance between two interfering tags along the
x-axis is set to d23 = 0.25λ, and we have the corresponding
position relation during the movement:

d12 =
√

(x2 − x1)2 + (y2 − y1)2

d13 =
√

(x3 − x1)2 + (y3 − y1)2

b = |z2 − z1| = |z3 − z1|
where,{

x = |x3 − x2|/2, y = y2 = y3, z = z2 = z3
x3 = |x2 − d23|

(8)

Fig. 8 compares the power of target tag when one and two
interfering tags are located at different positions around it.

Fig. 7. Illustration of the coordinate system of Trio-based scheme.

Note that the gray plane is the power value of the individual
target tag at origin O; the x and b values in the two-interfering-
tags case are the coordinates of midpoint I . Fig. 8 implies that
Trio demonstrates attractive advantages in sensing the target
tag. We have the following insights: (1) Compared to one-
interfering-tag case, at each height (i.e., distance along the
y-axis), Trio always has larger mutual impedance, producing
larger power decrease when the reference pair are near the
target tag. (2) When the height approaches to the wavelength,
the mutual coupling derived from interfering tag/tags becomes
negligible. (3) The closer the reference pair is, the larger power
decrease the target tag will experience. Above insights inspire
us that we could observe the RF interference among coupled
tags to get the relative position of the target corresponding to
the reference pair and localize the target tag.

To verify the effectiveness of above model, we conduct a
proof-the-concept experiment. We deploy the target tag on a
table (in the x-z plane), and put the reference pair in the
same plane. We vary the z and x coordinates for the reference
pair (the height is constant, e.g., y ≈ 0). The reader antenna
is mounted on the ceiling, illuminating tags on the table.
Fig. 9(b) shows the real Received Signal Strength (RSS) values
of the target tag, while Fig. 9(a) plots the theoretical RSS
deduced from our model. Note that the RSS reported by the
Commercial off-the-shelf reader (Impinj Speedway Revolution
R420) is measured in the unit of dBm. ˜Prad of Eq. 7 can be
converted to RSS by:

˜RSSrad = 10 · log10(1000 · ˜Prad/1W ) (9)

From the figure, we can see that the real RSS distribution
is almost consistent to the model. The figure demonstrates
the substantial influence of coupled tags. Combining our prior
analysis, the result reveals that by observing the RSS valley of
the target tag, it is possible to infer its position with respect
to the reference pair.

IV. TRIO-BASED LOCALIZATION

After confirming the feasibility of Trio in tag localization,
we deploy the reference pair as interfering tags to perform both
the absolute and relative localization tasks. Note that Trio is
designed for accurate refined localization, the navigation of the
robot to the proximity of targets could be realized by existing
approaches of long-range coarse-grained localization [20].
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Fig. 8. Power spectrum from theoretical model.
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Fig. 9. RSS distribution with one reference pair locating at different positions
in the x-z plane. (a) simulation results derived from the theoretical model (b)
RSS collected from real measurements.

A. Trio-based absolute localization

When the manipulator moves around the target tag, we track
the RSS variation of the target tag to estimate its location:
theoretically, the target tag reports its minimum RSS value
when it locates exactly at the midpoint of two interfering
tags. To achieve better efficiency and reliability, the absolute
localization algorithm of Trio comprises of three modules, data
preprocessing, valley detection, and iterative location refining.

1) Data preprocessing: This process is to smooth the
RSS measurements and mitigate the noise. Each commodity
reader has its minimum measurable change in RSS (i.e., the
resolution). For example, the Impinj reader adopted in Trio
is about 0.5 dBm. Such a resolution could generate jitters or
local discontinuity in the reported RSS values. In addition,
environmental factors, such as multipath propagation, may
also introduce noises to the RSS measurement. We thereby
apply a triangular moving average filter to smooth the RSS
data. The sub-figure in Fig. 10 shows the RSS measurements
of target tag before/after performing the smoothing process.
The slight difference between two curves demonstrate that the
filter effectively enhances the stability and continuity of RSS
measurements yet clearly captures the primary variations.

2) Automatic multiscale-based valley detection: As afore-
mentioned, the valley in an RSS curve is an essential feature to
fetch the accurate location of the tag. Thus, the second module
of absolute localization in Trio is to detect the valley along the
target tag’s RSS curve. Considering that in real applications the
reported RSS usually has certain amount of noise, we use the
automatic multi-scale based peak detection (AMPD) method
[21] to identify the peak (valley) value. Proved to be effective,

Fig. 10. RSS trends of the target tag under different situations.

AMPD is usually used for automatic detection on the peaks
in noisy quasi-periodic signals.

The RSS values in the time series can be denoted as:

R = {RSS1, RSS2, ..., RSSN} (10)

Then the peak is detected by finding which σi = 0 holds in
all possible indices i ∈ [1, N ] [21]:

σi =
1

γ − 1
Σγ

k=1[(mk,i − 1

γ
Σγ

k=1mk,i)
2]

1
2 , i = 1, 2, ..., N (11)

where γ represents the scale with the most local maxima, and
mk,i corresponds to the local maxima scalogram (LMS) of
signal RSS. Note that in the real implementation, we use the
absolute value of RSS stream as the input of AMPD algorithm
to get the indexes of peaks, which correlates to the desired
valleys in the original data.

To prove the effectiveness of Trio-based solution, we con-
duct a group of experiments for comparison. We attach the
reference pair on a U-shape carton board (Fig. 12 (b)), and
move the board along the vertical direction (i.e., along the
x-axis) above the target tag. As the purple line shown in
Fig. 10, RSS stream of the target tag has a distinct decrease.
Note that when applying AMPD we separate RSS streams into
0.2s windows. Therefore, we could get multiple valleys (aka,
nadirs), as marked in red circles in Fig. 10. To eliminate the
fake nadirs, i.e., the identified nadir is only a local minimum
RSS value but not the real one corresponding to the tag
location, we compare the detected valleys with an empirical
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threshold. We involve the valley (σmax) which exceeds the
threshold and its timestamp to determine the target location
with respect to the reference pair (manipulator). On the other
hand, Fig. 10 also proves that the RSS decreases in the one-
interfering-tag case and the empty U-shape board case (i.e., no
interfering tags are attached on board) are less distinguishable,
demonstrating the effectiveness and robustness of proposed
Trio-based method.

3) Iterative Refining: We leverage the motion of the ref-
erence pair to iteratively refine the location of the target
tag. Specifically, each pair of the motions (e.g., moving hor-
izontally and vertically) is an iteration. By aggregating these
iterations, we can obtain a higher localization resolution.

The Class 1 Generation 2 standard [22] specifies that an
RFID reader talks to tags following the frame slotted ALOHA
protocol. This means a tag chooses a random time slot to
respond to the reader. Hence the responses from the target
tag may not exist when the reference pair is right over the
target tag. To mitigate this impact, we extend the valley
position (σmax) detected in Section IV-A2, and take [σmax −
ε, σmax+ε] as the candidate positions (i.e., indexes correspond
to the positions) of one individual movement, where ε is
a predefined threshold. In an iteration, after acquiring the
candidate positions in one dimension (for example, σmax for
x-axis), Trio moves along the other dimension while keeping
its x-coordinate as σmax. Thus, for one iteration, we derive a
candidate 2D region. After the end of each iteration, reference
pair conservatively moves towards the target tag (i.e., along
y-axis) by D and derives a new candidate region. Finally,
we use the center of the overlapped regions as the estimated
location of the target tag. The whole algorithm is detailed in
Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: Iterative refining algorithm

Input: RSSX1, RSSZ1: two sets of time serial RSS data
obtained from one pair of motions;
i = 2;D = λ/4;N = 5

Output: (x̃, z̃): the x and z coordinate of the target tag
1: [σX1, σZ1] = valleyDetection(RSSX1, RSSZ1);
2: C1 = candidateRegion(σX1, σZ1, ε);
3: O ← C1;
4: for i <= N do
5: Move along Y -axis by D;
6: [σXi, σZi] = valleyDetection(RSSXi, RSSZi);
7: Ci = candidateRegion(σXi, σZi, ε);
8: O = overlayRegion(O, Ci);
9: i ← i+ 1, D ← D/2

10: end for
11: (x̃, z̃) = center(O);

B. Trio-based relative localization

Besides acquiring the absolute locations of individual tags,
Trio also supports relative localization of a group of tags, i.e.,
determining their order in a 2D plane. A lot of applications
can benefit from the knowledge of relative locations, such as

Fig. 11. Relative localization.

automatically finding misplaced items in the library, store, or
production line.

The basic idea of Trio-based relative localization is to move
the reference pair over a set of tags, during which the RFID
reader continuously interrogates those tags and obtains their
IDs and RSS values. By analyzing the RSS trend of each tag
and the temporal information of their valleys, Trio can obtain
the spatial ordering among tags. Note the data preprocessing
and valley detection algorithms are the same as Section IV-A.

We perform an experiment to validate above relative local-
ization process. We deploy a 4 × 3 tag array on a carton,
and move the reference pair across the fourth row. The
results shown in Fig. 11 demonstrate the effectiveness of Trio.
According to the sequential relationship of detected decreases
(marked with purple circles) in Fig. 11, we can easily find the
horizontal order of three tags in the fourth row.

V. IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION

We implement a prototype of Trio and evaluate its perfor-
mance through extensive experiments.

Hardware: The prototype of Trio is mainly built with a
COTS RFID reader, Impinj R220. One directional antenna
(Laird A9028, with gain of 8dbi) is mounted on the ceiling
to interrogate tags on the table. The whole system works on
the frequency of 922.38 MHz. The reader continuously inter-
rogates tags and collects their IDs and RSS values. As shown
in Fig. 12(a), we adopt seven different types of passive tags:
‘Square’, ‘Short’, ‘Squiggle’, ‘Doc’, ‘Spider-360’, ‘BAT’, and
‘Impinj E41B’. They are mainstream labeling tags on the
market. It is worth noting that these tags are with different
sizes and antenna designs, demonstrating different radiation
and anti-interference characteristics. The results show the
generality of our method.

Software: The software of Trio is implemented using C#,
which adopts the Low-Level Reader Protocol (LLRP, specified
by EPCglobal in its EPC C1G2 standard) to communicate with
the reader. The software runs on a PC with an Intel Core i7-
4600U 2.10GHz CPU and 8GB RAM.

A. Setup and Parameter Selection

1) Antenna orientation of the reference pair: As shown in
Fig. 2(a), the tag antenna is not symmetrical along its short
edge. According to the direction to which the IC feed loop
faces, we have two layout options, i.e., in the same or opposite
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(a) Various tags adopted in the implementation

(b) Reference pair and target tag array

Fig. 12. Experiment setup

directions, when two tags are deployed in parallel. To test the
impact of antenna direction on mutual coupling, we conduct
a group of experiments. We put the target tag on the table,
and move another tag (behaving as the interfering tag) above
it. During above procedure, we collect the RSS sequence of
the target tag. Fig. 13 compares the maximum RSS decreases
when two tags are in the same and opposite directions. The
results indicate that, for most kinds of tags involved in this
experiment, the interference is more significant when two tags
are in the opposite direction. Specifically, the RSS of Spider-
360 tag experiences 20 dBm decrease in this case, while the
standard deviation proves the interference is stable. Such a
large change can greatly facilitate the location estimation. On
the other hand, for Doc tag, it achieves the significant decrease
in the same direction. To eliminate above potential impact, in
Trio we deploy two interfering tags in opposite directions. By
doing so, the target tag will always experience joint influence
induced by the reference pair, no matter what orientation of the
target tag itself is. This also proves the necessity of proposed
two-interfering-tags solution.

2) Distance interval within the reference pair: Another
deployment issue deserves attention is the distance between
two interfering tags. If the distance interval is small, the mutual
coupling will lead the decrease of the scattering power of
the reference pair, which will further weaken its influence
to the target tag. On the contrary, according to Fig. 8, the
influence is more obvious when the reference pair is closer to
the target tag. Considering the scenario of dense deployment of
target tags and the requirement of localization accuracy, small

distance interval is a good choice. To further determine the
appropriate interval, we perform experiments with different
distance intervals. We vary the interval within the reference
pair from 1 cm to 10 cm, move it across a target tag, and
estimate the maximum RSS decrease of the target tag. The
results are shown in Fig. 14. The target tag achieves the
maximum RSS decrease at the interval of 5 cm. As the distance
increases or decreases, the influence attenuates gradually.
Fig. 15 further demonstrates the RSS trends. In particular, the
decrease is slight when the distance is 2 cm. Further, there is a
‘W’-shape variation at the distance of 10 cm. This is because
the interval is too large so that the influence from the reference
pair is separated in the time domain. Synthetically considering
above experimental results, we set the default interval within
the reference pair as 5.5 cm. With such a setup, two tags in
the reference pair locate at the boundary area between the
near-field and far-field region of each other’s electromagnetic
field, where mutual coupling takes not obvious effect within
the reference pair, while the essential influence to the target
tag can be still guaranteed.

B. Performance of Absolute Localization

We investigate the performance of Trio-based absolute lo-
calization.

1) Overall performance: When the reference pair moves,
we determine the target tag’s 2D location as the location
where the maximum RSS decrease appears. The location error
is defined as the difference between the computed location
and the real one. This group of experiments is conducted
in a typical office building, where the experimental areas
are surrounded with desks, chairs, and other facilities. The
reference pair starts at a random position 0.3 m away from
the target tag. The reader’s transmitting power is set to 30
dBm, and the communication frequency is 922.38 MHz. Each
experiment is repeated 30 times. We compare the localization
accuracy of different tags and plot the result in Fig. 16. Recall
that Trio leverages the interference among tags for localization.
Apparently different tags have different anti-interference char-
acteristics because of the antenna designs. We find that Trio
achieves high accuracy when using ‘Short’, ‘Squiggle’, ‘Doc’,
and ‘Impinj E41B’ tags. The corresponding location errors
are about 0.75±0.5 cm, 0.5±0.25 cm, 1.1±0.5 cm, 0.5±0.25
cm, respectively. Trio can achieve sub-centimeter localization
using these four main stream tags. The location errors exceed
2 cm when using the ‘BAT’ tag. This is because a BAT tag
only experiences about a 4.5 dBm RSS decrease when the
reference pair is around. Hence, it is difficult to correlate the
Trio phenomenon with the location. We recommend that BAT
tags are not suitable for Trio-based localization.

2) Angle tolerance: Ideally, Trio leverages the coupling
between two tags that are deployed in parallel. In practice, the
angle between two interfering tags may not keep an absolute
parallel deployment. In this part, we choose Impinj E41B
tag to evaluate the impact of the angle between reference
pair and the target tag. We first estimate the influence in
terms of RSS as this angle changes. Fig. 17(a) shows the
maximum RSS decreases. The results reveal that the largest
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Fig. 17. Angle tolerance of Trio-based absolute localization.

drop happens when tags are parallel (i.e., 0◦ and 180◦) to each
other, indicating the maximum interference. On the other hand,
the smallest drop appears when tags are perpendicular (i.e.,
90◦). We further test the localization accuracy. We perform
the localization algorithm 30 times at each angle. Fig. 17(b)
plots the location errors. As expected, the error gradually
increases when enlarging the angle and the error reaches
its maximum value at the angle of 90◦. When the angle is
less than 45◦, the average error is 1.9 cm, demonstrating an
acceptable accuracy. Since the coupling effect is most effective
when tags are parallel, we recommend such a deployment for
real applications which demand high accuracy.

C. Performance of relative localization

1) Granularity distance among target tags: When deter-
mining the order among tags, it is worth to consider the dis-
tance between adjacent target tags. First, this distance should
not be too short, otherwise the mutual coupling between
target tags themselves would make them hard to be identified.
Second, a short distance might also have implicit influence
that makes the sequence of RSS troughs ambiguous in the
time domain. Thus, we investigate the minimum distance (i.e.,
the granularity) between target tags that Trio still supports the
order deduction. The system parameters are set by default.
In addition, we let the reference pair moves at the same
speed. We increase the distance with a step length of 0.5
cm to test the granularity. Fig. 18 shows the results of using
different tags as the targets. As aforementioned, these tags
have different antenna designs (including the antenna size,
materials, and structures). Thus, they demonstrate various
granularities. For example, ‘Spider 360’ tag (5 cm × 3 cm)
achieves good performance when the distance exceeds 6 cm.
Both the ‘Square’ and ‘Impinj E41B’ tags can support order
acquisition even they are deployed densely (closer than 2 cm).
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Fig. 19. Ordering accuracy vs. power

Above results provide suggestions of tag selection for various
applications.

2) Order accuracy vs. power: In this set of experiments, we
focus on the order accuracy of relative localization. We deploy
a 4×3 Doc tag array as shown in Fig. 12(b), move the refer-
ence pair four centimeters above the tag array, and leverage the
time-domain information to determine the appearance order of
RSS valleys. The default distance between adjacent tags in the
array is 6 cm. We vary the transmitting power of the reader
antenna from 15 dBm to 30 dBm, and keep other settings
consistent with aforementioned experiments. The reference
pair is moved along each row and column. Each experiment
is repeated 30 times. The average ordering accuracy is plotted
in Fig. 19. When the reader’s power is 30 dBm (the allowed
maximum value), the accuracy is around 98%. The accuracy
gradually decreases when reducing the power, and reaches
around 88% when the power becomes 15 dBm. This result
can be explained by the fact that the scattered energy of
the reference pair is harvested from the reader. If the reader
transmitting power is low, the interference that the target tag
experiences due to the reference pair will be weakened, which
reduces the accuracy of order deduction.

VI. RELATED WORK

Prior localization methods in the literature can be divided
into two categories: computer vision based and RF-signal
based methods.

Computer vision based solutions [3], [4] rely on cam-
eras/infrared sensors as well as planning and controlling algo-
rithms. They usually require dedicated pre-training processes
to identify a desired target. Since their real-world sensing is
mostly based on visual information, such as images or videos,
those works may fail in recognizing objects with similar colors
or shapes. Meanwhile, those approaches are sensitive to the
change of lighting and background. Also those works cannot
operate in non-line-of-sight scenarios.
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RF-based methods [9], [23], [24], [25] become attractive
since they release the line-of-sight constraint. However, most
wireless signal based methods do not support recognizing spe-
cific objects directly. It might be a solution if attaching existing
wireless devices with the ability of reporting identities, e.g.,
cellphones, to target objects. Hence reducing the device cost is
an essential requirement. In comparison with prior works, Trio
naturally solves the object recognition problem by leveraging
the identification function of RFID tags (i.e., acquiring the
unique IDs from the tags).

Several works [9], [24], [26], [27] have been proposed
for indoor localization using RFID tags. Tagoram [9] utilizes
moving tags to simulate the inverse SAR antennas and pin-
points a tag with the accuracy of a few centimeters. RF-IDraw
[24] tracks a moving tag and deduces its trajectory in the
air. However, the strong assumption of target tag movements
has severely limited the implementation of those works in
practice. In addition, they both require closely-spaced and rigid
configuration of reader antenna arrays. Other approaches, for
example, PintIt [7] utilizes SDR to exploit multipath profiles
as fingerprints of tags’ spatial locations and accurately locates
RFID tags. Nonlinear Backscatter [26] utilizes second and
higher-order harmonic signals to eliminate phase cycle am-
biguity and enables 3D localization. However, these systems
also suffer from several constraints, such as the requirement
of reference tags as anchor nodes [7], dedicated devices [10],
or modification of the hardware [26]. Compared to the above
approaches, Trio provides an RF interference-based refined tag
localization solution, which utilizes off-the-shelf RFID devices
to accurately locate the target with <1 cm accuracy for several
models of main stream tags.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents Trio, an accurate RFID localization
system for refined localization that is useful for many appli-
cations, e.g., autonomous robots. Trio detects the object by
identifying the attached tag and leverages RF interference of
coupled tags to facilitate localizing the target. We implement
a prototype of Trio using COTS UHF RFID devices and
perform extensive experiments to evaluate its performance.
The results demonstrate that Trio is fully compatible with
existing industrial standard and exhibits high accuracy for both
absolute and relative localization.
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